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ABSTR-1:\ CT

A basic set of data manipula,tion opera,tions for the E-R Model is de-

fined. Ordering rela,tions a,re forma.1ly introduced to support sequential

ordered access to the insta.l1CeS of E-R schemata. These operations con-

figurate a data manipulation language for application in E-R oriented

database interfaces.

RES UM O

Um conjunto básico de opera.ções de manipulação de dados para o

Modelo E-R é apresentado. Rela.ções de ordenação são formalmente

definidas e utilizadas para.. suportar acesso ordenado às instâ11cias dos
.

esquemas E-R. Estas operações configuram uma linguagem de ma11ipu-

lação de dados para. interfaces operando em bancos de dados orientados

para o Modelo E- R.



1. INTRODUCTION

Usually, the E-R mode12,6,7 is employed for database modeling at the COllceptual

level, while implementation is carried out through data management systems

that may rely on different modeling frameworks. For a few implementation:),

however, the E- R model remains as the reference guide even at the physical

level, allowing a simpler and more consistent view of the database at diff.erent

levels.3,5

!. In the UniversiData Project,9 the E-R Model has been used both as mod-

eling and database organization framework. Application progralIlffiers have a

common and unique vision of the data, baJlk through the E-R schema, alld ma-

nipulate its instances by using a specially designed DML. The essence of this

manipulation discipline is the range of operations provided along further con-

cepts that allow a better understanding of the implementation at the physical

level.

This paper presents the formal aspects of these operations, having a� �ce-

nario a formal framework for E-R schema.ta and their interpretations. Section 2

defines the basis of E-R schemata and interpretations; Section 3 introduces

further formal elements such as ordering functions, used to COllduct �eque1ltial

ordered access. Section 4 discusses the operations themselves, while implemen-

tation aspects are left to Section 5. Section 6 concludes the article.

2. A FORMAL BASIS FOR THE E-R MODEL

Although the E-R model has bee1l widely explai1led a1ld a1lalised i1l the litera-

ture, its formal basis is 1lot yet satisfactorily clear, and authors present different

views of the logical underlying frame,vork. This section establishes some basic

points in this direction, and coIl;tains material heavily borrowed from a previous

paper8 where we lay our contribution for establishing this formal basis. The

interested reader is referred to that work for further details on the E-R model

formalization.
�

E-R SCHEMAT.f\.

The basic elements for building E-R schemata a.re:

Constants: Cl, C2, ...and 4>, the null value.

Entity Sets: E1, E2

Relationships: RI R2,. . Each relationship R has an integer dg(R), said the
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degree of R, dg(R) � 2, al1d a list of el1tity sets of the for111 (E1, ..., Edg(R) )

associated with it. These are said the participatil1g el1tities of R.

Role functions: Pl, P2, ...For each relatiol1ship R there is a set of role ful1ctions

of the for111 {Pl : R � E1,...,Pdg(R) : R � Edg(R)}, where each Ei is a

participatil1g el1tity of R.

Value Sets: V1, V2, ...To ea.ch va.lue set V is associated a set of constants

{Cl'...'Cn}.

Attribute -symbols: Ql, Q2, ...Each a.ttribute Qi is a function of the form Qi :

X, I � V, where .:Y is either al1 el1tity set or a relatiol1ship, I is an integer

and V is a value set. Qi has an il1teger maxoc(Qi) associated with it, 1 � I �

maxoc(Qi).

Integrity constraints: ()1, ()2, ...where ()i is a well-for111ed for111ula.

SCHEMA PROPERTIES

Although integrity constrail1ts are freely a.llowed as basic ele111ents of the model,

real i111ple111entations of database a.re pla,gued by the difficulties in i111ple111el1t-

ing the111 efficiently. However, there are SO111e classes of restrictions that are

intrinsically linked to the E-R 111odel al1d 111USt be refiected il1 the physical

i111ple111el1tation of the derived databases. These are: keys, type hierarchies,

cardinalities of relationships and .weak entities.

Keys

Keys are sets of attributes that ul1iquely idel1tify the instal1ces of a given entity

set or relationship. There is a. set of functions Kl, ..., Km , whose general for111

lS

Ki : {E1,...,En,R1,...,.Rk} � {Ql,...,Qn,170,Pl,...,Pdg(X)}*U<p

where Ql, ..., Qn a.re the a,ttribute sy111bols defined over the argu111ent and

Pl, ..., Pdg(X) its role functions if the argu111ent is a relationship. If the ar-

gu111ent is a. weak entity, thel1 .'70 is a. key-path for ..Y. For each ..Y il1 a sche111a

S, such that X is either an entity or a relationship, the functions Kl, ..., Kn,,(.X)

are defined, and the application K.i(X) returns the set of attribute sy111bols

and/or role function sy111bols and/or key-path sy111bols that for111 the i-th key

for �\" .The function nK(.:Y) returl1s the nun1ber of keys defined for a given

entity /relatiol1ship .:Y.

The functions above defined return the list of attributes that for111 a given

key. For entities, one can use only attributes defined for that entity, even
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inherited ones. For relationships, the list of attributes formillg some key can

include attributes of the participating entities. For weak-entities, attributes of

the reference entity, i. e. the one they are attached to, Call be ill the list too.

Notice that in the general ca.se, attributes can have multiple occurrences

and an indication of which occurrence is part of the key should be provided. For

real implementations, however, multi-va.lued a.ttributes are not normally used

as keys. For this reason, \ve have decided to assume that if an attribute a is

part of a key, then maxoc(a) = 1 and so it is not necessary to especify which

occurrence should be used.

Type hierarchies.

Generalization is the term used when two or more entities can have their difl.er-

ences abstracted and, at a higher level, represented as a comrnon entity, which

holds the common attribut�s of its different sorts. The inverse way is called

specialization, where one ca.n go from the generic to the specific level. Subtype

hierarchy is simply the a.ssumption that a given entity type is always part of

a.more general entity type, though not all general entities have to be in that

subtype entity.

In this work, we deal with simple cases of generalization, where a given

entity type can have one and only one entity type as its super type. No recursion

is allowed. If the net of generalization wa.s represented by a graph, there could

be no cycles. In fact, it would have to be a tree, since a given entity can have as

its supertype at most one other entity. Notice that further leve1.s of complexity

can be a.chieved by the introduction of integrity constraints.

The function t3 : {El, ..., En} U <P when applied to a.n entity set sJ.mbol

returns its basic entity set symbol. For example, if t3(Ei) = Ej, it means that

Ej is a generalization of the en�ity set Ei. For Ei being a primitive entity set,

,B(Ei) would return <I>.

Cardinalities

The functions Cma;l. alld Cmin, when applied to sets of role function symbols

associated with rela.tionships, return integers tha.t mean the maximum and min-

imum cardinalities allo\ved for the possible combinations of the corresponding

entities in the relationships installces. This construction was inspired in an ar-

ticle by Lanzerini & Santucci.4 We work with the notion of role functions while

those authors use the participatillg entities directly.

To exemplify, let us consider the simple case depicted in Figure 1. Consider
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DEPARTMENT

1:1

O:n

B O:n 1:1 EMPLOYEE

Figure 1. A simple E-R example schema

the relationship WORKS-IN bet,veen ent.ities DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE, where

the role functions are named after their ra.nge entities.

Entities: DEPARTMENT, EMPLOYEE

Relationships: WORKS-IN, dg(WORKS-IN) = 2,

\vit.h participating entities DEPARTMENT. EMPLOYEE

Role functions: employee: WORKS-IN -+ EMPLOYEE,

department: WORKS-IN -+ DEPARTMENT

Thus, the applica.tion

C.ma;J..( { depa.rtment } , WORKSIN , { employee } )

would return, say, n, meaning that a .given instance of DEPARTMENT might be

related to at most n occurrences of EMPLOYEE. Similarly,

Cmin({employee},wORKS-IN,{department})

and

Cmax({employee},wORKS-IN,{department})

might return 1 and 1, saying that. at least and at most one instance of DEPART-

MENT should be related to a given instance of EMPLOYEE through the relation-

ship WORKS-IN .
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In fact, binary relationships pose no problem for cardinality constraints

and would not require such gothic expressions. However, if we admit multiple

entity relationships, such tha.t dg(R) ? 2, it becomes a bit more difficult to

express them in a nea.t fra.mework.

Weak entities

There is a special kind of entity sets, called .weak entities, such that the exis-

tence and identification of its components depend upon the instances of other

entity types, through a given rela.tionship. The classical example is the entity

DEPENDENT, related somehow to the entity EMPLOYEE. In this model, we might

r consider that the occurrences of DEPENDENT only make sense and have meaning

from the existence of EMPLO"EE, a.nd that dependents can only be identified by

using some key of EMPLOYEE. See Figure 1.

r;�l The function Ml eak, when a.pplied to weak entity set sy1llbols, returns the

! navigation path to the key il1 the associated entity. Let Er al1d Ew be el1-

tities, and R a. relationship with pa.rticipating entities Er al1d Ew, al1d role
functions Pr a.nd Pw respectively, such that Cmax({pw},R,{pr}) = 1 al1d

Cmin({pw},R, {Pr}) = 1. Notice tha.t this guarantees that there is one el-

ement in the instance of Er related to some element in the instance of Ew

through R. Thus, any key for Ew should il1clude some reference to Er. For al1

object Ow in the instance of Ew, the correspol1ding instance Or could be reached

through the path
Pr(P�l( ow)) = Or

where p;;;l is the il1verse function of pw. Notice that p;;;l, by the Cmax expres-

sion above, is always a function.

E-R SCHEMAT-Â AND INTER.PR.ET,,;\TIONS

,.�c A E-R schema S is a quintuple. ( E. R. A. V. e ), where E is the set of e11tity

sets, R is the set of relatiol1ships, A is the set of attribute sy11lbols, V is the

� set of value sets and e is the set of integrity constrail1ts in S .

An interpretationl I for an E-R Schema S must characteri�e the following:

(i) the instance of the set O = { 01, ..., On}, which is the set of abstract objects

in I. ,

(ii) the object of the il1terpretation, which is a. set of assertiol1s of the for11l

X(Oi), where .\" is either a.n entity set or a. relatiol1ship;

(iii) for each value set V, defined as V = {C1'...'Cn}, the instance of v. is the

set {t5(C1),. ..,t5(Cn)}. t5 is defined below.
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(iv) for each entity set E, the instance of E;

(v) for each relationship R. the installce of R. The insta,llce of an entity

set/relationship �� is the set of a,bstra,ct objects { 01, On } , such that

Oi is in that set iff the a.ssertion .� ( °i ) is in I;

(vi) the denotation of a term t, here expressecl as 15(t ), which is all object in

the domain of the referrecl term. Accorcling with the sort of the term, its

denotation is:

-for a constant c. the term denotes some object in the domain of the

interpretation.

for an attribute defil'lecl a,s Oi : -Y. I -+ V, the terl'l'l Cl:i(O, I) clel'lotes the

object in the installce of 1/ R,ssignecl by Cl:i to its sequence of arguments.

If ° is not in tl'le insta.}'lce of -� , Cl:i a,ssigns the null value;

-for a role function defined as Pi : R-+ E, the term Pi(O) denotes the

object in the instance of E assigned by Pi to its sequence of arguments;

A term t is said to be an E-terl'l'l if it alwa,ys evaluates to some abstract object

in O. t is said to be a C-term otherwise.

Formulae

In an interpretation I, forn'lula.e evalua,te to 1 (truth) or O (falsity) in conformity

with their sorts and usual rules for logical expressions.

Queries

A query Q is an expression of the form

t1,...,tn I VI E -�l, l'k E -�k I f}(V1,...,Vk)
.
�

where ti is eitl'ler a C�-tern'l or an E-term, ..:�i is eitl'ler an entity set or a rela-

tionship and f} is a wff. The only free variables occurring in t1 , ..., tn and f} are

VI, ., ., Vk. n is the number of components of Q.

3. ORDERING

Ordered access is an important fea.ture il'l most database implemel'ltatiol'lS. In

this section, we lay the basic forni.ulation for a general treatment of ordering,

that will be applied later in Section 4.

Obtaining ordered a,ccess to database elements generally involves
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a) a domain, which is a. set of entities/rela.tionships whose elements are to be

ordered;

b) a selection expression, \vhich is a \vell-formed formula that selects elements

from the domain above:

c) the determinants of the orclering, which a.re terms over the elemellts of the

domain that determinate their final ordering criteria.

For ex:arnple, suppose the follo\ving ordering:

Employees in ascendi11.g alph,abetical order

over some entity EMPLOYEE with at.tribute Nam,e (see Figure 1). We would then

have

a) Domain: EMPI"OYEE:

b) Selection expression: {ele E EMPLOYEE};

c) Determinants: Name1't.

Here, 1't denotes ascending and .IJ. denotes descending. As a second exanlple,

suppose now the ordering

Dependents of employee e i11, ascending alphabetical order

The entities in EMPLOYEE are linked to their dependents through the relation-

ship DEPS. We have tllen

a) Domain: DEPENDENT;

b) Selection expression:

{ d I d E DEPENDENT I 3r É DEPS employee( r) = e t\ dependent( r) = d }

c) Determillants: N ame1't

Notice that, this t.irne, e appea.rs as a free variable ill the :;election expressioll,

cattering for the employee's identification, since the dependellts should be or-

dered according with their corresponding elenlent e in EMPLOYEE. In order to

keep the example simple, we admit just one component in the target list of the

selection expression. This way, the terms in the determinant list refer always

to the first and only component of the domain of the ordering. To generalize

this concept, we would need Ollly to admit a notation for identifying the i-th

component of the target list whell defining the determillant terms.
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We can now state the general form for the treatment of ordered accesses in

our approach. We shall treat orderings as the result of functions that, applied

to ER-Schema interpreta,tions, return ordering relations that can be accessed

by the data manipulation opera,tions we define later in Section 4.

The application of the genera,l ordering function f is of the form

.f: (Q(Vl, ...,t.�.),L,(tl,...,tn)) -+ ORD

where

a) Q is a query that defines the domain of the ordering and contains the

selection expression over that domain. The only free- variables in Q aI.e

Vl, ..., Vk;

b) L is the list of determinant terms, of the form t1 \71, ..., tn \7n, whose only

free variables have the instance of Q a,s domain. \71, ..., \7n indicate the

direction of the ordering, whE'ther ít ( asce71.di71.g) or JJ ( de."cending):

c ) t 1, ..., t k are thE' argumen ts of the ordering, replacing the occurrences of

v1, ..., Vk in Q for its evaluation.

, d) ORD is an ordering relation. The instance of an ordering relation is a set

of tuples of the form [Op, on], such that Op immediately precedes °n in the

ordering. For the first and last elements in the ordering, Op aIld °n should

be <I> respectively.

Going back to the second example above, we would have

f(Q(v),[Name ft],(e))

When we replace e in Q, we have the expression that returns the dependents

related to e through R.

..Database management sys�ems, in genera.1, do not offer such wide possi-

bilities for ordering instances. So, we CaJl simplify the expression by creating

� ordering functions f1, ...,.fn, such that Q and L are implicit and characteristic

to each function .fi. Only the a.rguments of the ordering would be kept externa.1

to the ordering functions. Thus, for the second example above, we might define

a function Dependents.Alphabetical, \vith argument EMPLOYEE, such that the

application
Dependent8 .Alphabetical( e )

would return the ordering rela,tion for the set of elements of DEPENDENT related

to the occureence e in EMPLOYEE. The expression

{ d Id E DEPENDENT I 3r E DEPS employee( r) = e Â dependent( r) = d }

9



would be implicit in the Dependent8.Alphabetical clefinition. as well as the

ordering criteria expressecl as .l\í ame 1'1' , corresponcling to the L elelllent for the

general ordering function .f .

4. DATA MANIPUL.�TION OPER.�TIONS

After formally introclucing E-R schemc:1.ta, intel.pretations alld orcle11ngs, we

have finally come to the data ma.nipulation operations themselves. The opera-

tions over E-R instances can be groupecl into fi,re main classes:

a) expression evaluation, which refers to the evaluation of logical expressions:

b) C-terms denotation, comprehencling a.ttribute evaluation ancl the manipu-

lation of constants;

c) E-terms clenotation, comprehencling role functions ancl the manipulation

of entity ancl relationship instances;

d) find operations, inclucling a.ll t.he ,'a.rious kinds <;>f e1lt.it)! /relationship loca.-

tion operations;

e) update operations, rega.rdi1lg inclusion ancl removal of assertiol1S in the

object of the interpretation, as introducecl in Section 2.

The next subsections detail each of the operations. In all cases, operations

refer to the interpretation I of an E-R schema. s. .\'" represents either an entity

set or a relationship.

TERM EVALUATION

Reca1ling Section 2, the clenotat.ion of a t.erm t, expressed by (j(t), is an obje('t

in the domain of the referrecl term.

Definition 1. The operator T, lvhen applied to a term t, returns 6(t).

EXPRESSION EVALUATION

Expression evaluation is neecled for query evaluation and other condition tests

that might be required. The most usua.l case is the containment test, that is,

X(t), where it is necessary to know whether t belongs to the instance of �y

or not. The forma1 treatment employeecl here, however. allows for a generi('

well-formed formula () .

Definition 2. Let ()(v) be a. lvff l-vhose only free variable is v. The operator

B when applied to an expression of the form ()(t/v) returns the value 1 (truth)
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iff (} evall1ates to 1 when T(t) Sllb.5titlltes all the occllrrences of v in (}. The

application retllrns O (talsity) otherlVi.5e.

FIND OPERATIONS

The F operator when applied to an entity set or relationship returns either

an abstract object or the null value, either denoting the wanted element or

indicating the failure of the opera.tion.

There are two basic kinds of search: keyed and ordered. In the first, a key

is referenced, along its denota.tion, and the corresponding object is returned. In

the second case, an ordering relation is considered, together with the anchoring

element, and the next or previous element in the ordering is returned.

Defil1itiol1 3. Let ". be a kej.. t'or -Y, .5l1ch tha.t K( -Y ) = { 171, ..., 17f. } , where 17i

is eacb of tbe components of ,,:. 17; can be an a.ttribllte. role fllnction or ke.v-

patb for -Y. Tbe application of the opera.tor F to an expression of tbe form

(K,t1,...,tf.) retllrnso, .5uch tba.t 8(lti(O)) =8(ti), i = 1,e, wbereoisin tbe

instance of..:Y.

By the definition above, the opera.tor F locates the element o such that the

evaluation of its K key components is equal to the evaluation of its arguments

t 1, ..., t f. .By the schema constra.il1ts deri ved from K, there is one aI1d only ol1e

o that satisfies the conditiol1.

Defil1ito-l1 4. Let ORD be aJl ordering rela.tion resulting trom tbe applicatio1l of

an ordering function. The application of tbe operator F to an expression of the

form (ORD,o,�), wbere � E {PRE\'IOUS,NEXT}, returns Op, ifu = PREVIOUS

r- and o = On, or On if � = NEXT and Op = o, iff tbere is a tuple [Op,On] in tbe

instance of ORD.

�
The definition above ca.ters for the cases FIRST and LAST as well, since

Op and On can take the l1ull value. il1dica.ting the beginning al1d the el1d of

an ordering sequence. Notice that ORD results from the application of some

orderingfunctiol1 fi. Sil1ce the fi functions incorporate the Q and L componel1ts

of the original ordering function f, we can state a more general forlI:l for the F

operator, which is

F(.fi(t1, ..., tn), 0, U)

where tl, ..., tn are the argumel1ts of the ordering function fi.

11



UPDATE OPER..L\TIONS

There are basically three kinds of upda,ting operations: insertion and deletion

of entity /relationship occurrences a,nd assignment of a,ttribute values.

Insertion

The operator Ui is usecl for inserting l1ew occurrel1ces of el1tities/relationships.

These appear in the form of assertiol1s in the interpreta.tion I of a schema s.

� For relationships, the inclusion of a new occurrence implies the assignment of
, its role function values.

Definition 5. The opera,tor Ui a.pplied to an entity set E results in the inclusion

of the assertion E( o) in the object of the interpreta,tion I, such that o E O. If

P(E) = Ei, then Ui(Ei) a1so applie.S', recursively.

Definiton 6. The operatorUj applied to an expression (R,01,...,Odg(R»), re-

sults in the inclusion of the a,ssertion R( o) in the object of the interpretation

I, such tha,t o E O and for no other -Y, -Y(o) is in I. For ea.ch role i'ullction Pi

associa.ted to R, T(pi(O)) = °i, i = 1, dg(R).

Deletion

Deleting an occurrence of an element of an entity /relationship is to remove the

corresponding assertions from I. For relationships, the operator results also in

the de-assignment of the role functions clenotations,

Definition 7. The opera,tol. Ud applied to an expressio11 ( o, -\ ) l.esults in the

removal of the assertion -\ ( o) from the object of the intel.pretation I.

i' Assignment

Attributes can ha,ve their clenota,tions re-assigned by the operator Ua.
!-,"
c

Definiton 8. The application of the opera,tor Ua to an expression of the form

(ai,I,o,Ci) makes T(Oi(O,I)) = Ci.

5, IMPLEMENT..L\TION -�SPECTS

The sections above treat the opera,tions in a, generic framework, not always

efficiently implementable. This section comments on some restrictions that the

author suggests in orcler to achieve feasible implementations.
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The basis of entities a.l1d rela.t,io11ships i11st,ances are the a.bstract objects.

which Ca11 be ea.sily irnplerne11ted USi11g the co11cept of i11ter11ally ge11erated sur-

rogates. .A..11y i11sta11ce ide11tificatio11 should be carried out through those surro-

gates, rather tha11 the defi11ed keys. For the represe11tatio11 of gelleralizatiol1S,

surrogates ca11 also be helpful, providi11g a way for the correspo11de11Ce betwee11

the i11stances i11 the type a11d its supertype.

Cardinalities must be simplified mainly because in real cases they are rarely

used at the full extent. We thillk its sufficient to allow for expressions of the

form�
-

1,dg(R);j # iC'ma;r({Pi}, R, } ),.P.i . .}

� That is, we relate each of the pa.1.t.icipa.ting entities of a relationship R, through

its role function, with all the other participa.ting entities, also through their role

functions. As a restut, ea.ch connection of R in the E-R diagram is labelled with

just one value for CmQ.;-r. The sa.me should a,pply to Cmin.

Schema constraints fall in a. ra.ther difficult prol)lem if any kind of formula

is allowed. However, a.t lea.st the schema properties such a.s cardinalities, gen-

eralizations, keys and wea.k entities should be fully implemented. Other classes

of constraints, especially the ones involving just one va.riable could also be COll-

sidered.

Another question regards keys and attributes with more than one occur-

rence. Although there is no serious problem in their association, this is not

common practice and perha.ps keys involving multi-valued attributes should be

avoided whenever possible.

A further pOil1t regc:u.ds ord("rings. If a genera.1 query eva.1uator is not

present, the data.base designer should restrict the determinants and expressions

of the queries of the ordelings in a way that they could be easily pre-stored in

the database and be treated as indexes. For exa.mple, for an entity, only its at-

tributes could be allo,ved as determina.nts and the query should a.1ways consider

all the instances of the entity. For a. rela.tionship, only its own attributes plus

the attributes of the pa.l.ticipa,ting entities. Tha.t sort of restriction permits that

the ordering rela.tions be kept by the da.ta, ma.nagement system quite simply

during update opera.tions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a basic set of data manipulation operations for the

E-R model. The operations were formally defined and configurate a sort of

basic kit for implementing data a.ccess to an E-R based system.
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This work is pa.rt of a pro.ject il1tended to provide a complete E-R el1-

vironment for database users, extel1ding from a physical implementation to a

graphical query il1terface. For this reason, the main approach here is simplicity.

The E-R model was taken in its simpleMorm, a.lthough an extension for gener-

alizatio!1 abstraction \vas included. The idea is to keep the model \vith features

that are easily implementable, while further extel1sions &hould be brought later .
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